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System Information

Plasma - laser - a new hybrid technology
New technological synergies optimize surfaces and processes 



Plasma

Following the solid, liquid and gaseous state, plasma is 
often referred to as the fourth state of matter. Plasma is the 
state that a gas assumes when additional energy is added. 
Gas becomes ionized as electrons detach from atoms and  
molecules. The remaining species are characterized by an  
electric charge which are referred to as ions. These ions 
are very reactive in the context of treated material surfaces  
and/or the surrounding other gases.Plasma generated under  
normal ambient conditions are referred to as atmospheric 
pressure plasmas.

Openair® plasma treatment of Al-components

Plasma - laser as surface treatment technology 

The Plasmatreat Openair® process is characterized by a high 
power density and is used in various industries around 
the world for surface cleaning. The maximum amount of  
contaminant layers which can be removed by Openair® 

Plasma are determined by the respective binding energies 
of the impurities. Low-temperature hydrocarbons are  
removable at greater contamination levels whereas  
synthetically high-temperature lubricant and inorganic  
impurities can be removed only in very small quantities.

Laser

To date industry has been employing high power laser  
procedures (C02 lasers) primarily for material separation. 
More recent diode and fiber lasers can be pulsed at a high 
frequency, which allow better control of thermal energy 
transfer to the surface. This advance has enabled laser  
treatment for cleaning surfaces. Targeted usage allow 
the removal of lightly adhering organic contaminants, of  
complete multilayer coatings and of strongly adherent oxide 
layers without effecting damage to the substrate’s surface.

Through addition of energy changes in the states of matter occur from 
solid to liquid to gaseous. Plasma is produced through increased electric 
discharge into the gaseous matter.

solid             liquid         gaseous      plasma

States of Matter



Plasma generator:    PFL10 with founded fiber laser 

Plasma performance:   ca. 1 kVA 

Laser performance:    ca. 100 W

Used laser:     fiber laser, laser class 4

Conditioning distance:    ca. 10 mm

Conditioning cruise:    2-15 m/min

The Laser as a “highly focused light beam“ effects the  
contaminant layer in a specific point. There a pulse-like ener-
gy input occurs resulting in the immediate evaporation of the  
contaminant. The ensuing smoke is removed through ventila-

Laser radiation

Laser treatment              Source: CeraCon GmbH

Plasma - laser - a new hyb-
rid technology 
The combination of two physically different methods - 
ionized gas (plasma) in combination with coherently ampli-
fied light (laser) – open up new and unique opportunities for  
surface treatments. Plasma envelops a laser beam which is 
removing persistent contamination through evaporation. The  
enveloping plasma reacts due to the high ionization in  
collision processes immediately with this vaporized material, 
fragments it and stimulates it to chemical reactions with the  
active plasma gas (mostly air but also oxygen or other inert  
gases)

The simultaneous plasma laser treatment avoids  
recontamination of cleaned surfaces. In addition, the plasma 
treatment effects an increase in surface energy - an optimal 
condition for subsequent adhesive and coating processes.

Plasmatreat invented the combination of both processes in a  
single device. The plasma envelops the laser beam 
which is directed through the plasma nozzle. This  
parallel and precise arrangement of both  
technology sources allows the same optimum treat-
ment angle of both methods and therefore a simplified  
automation.
This arrangement is efficient and flexible for complex  
geometries for applications on metallic surfaces (aluminum, 
steel, etc.) which are common in the automotive industry.

When implementing the plasma laser hybrid process, all  
relevant safety procedures of both systems in terms of 
exhaust and production cell enclosures should to be followed.

Combined plasma-laser-nozzle with robotic handling

The development of the plasma - laser hybrid process was  
executed in cooperation with CeraCon corporation, 
Weikersheim (Germany).

Technical Data

The rays from a conventional light source extend in different directions. 
The laser beams in contrast run almost parallel to each other and 
grow little in diameter even over large distances. The laser beams are 
coherent, i.e. all wave trains of radiation are exactly in phase with one 
another, both spatially and in time.

Conventional light                 Laser  Coherent unit
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Ideal preparation with plasma-laser            Example: welding process

Applications

•  Preparation of bonding surfaces of aluminum. Removal  
   of organic contaminants and unstable oxide layers on   
   Al-surfaces by simultaneous targeted formation of stable  
   oxides through plasma
•  Partial paint removal of body panels and workpieces
•  Optimal preparation for welding and soldering.  
   Improvement of the weld quality through reduction of  
   gas pockets

This heavily oxidized coin compares the different methods. 
Simultaneous plasma laser treatment achieved the most  
effective cleaning results on the coin surface. 

Partial paint removal

The surface treatment of workpieces by plasma and laser 
can be achieved without solvents or chemical rust remover. 
Paints and rust can be successfully removed from workpie-
ces without the use of any wet chemicals.

A surface pretreatment through plasma and laser* combined 
before welding minimizes the effects of surface contaminati-
on on the welding result. Therefore, this method is particular-
ly recommended for safety-related and optical welding and  
solder joints. The quality of the weld / solder joint is  
significantly enhanced and thus increases the efficiency.

The development of the plasma process has been  
supported through a multi-year coopera-
tion between Plasmatreat and Fraunhofer 
IFAM . The Plasma / laser technology was  
fundamentally researched by Fraunhofer IST and HAWK. 
As part of a joint project HAWK and Plasmatreat GmbH 
cooperate on the topic „Laser Plasma Hybridabtrag von 
Aluminiumoxid-Schichten”.

This project is promoted by the

German Environment Foundation.

Plasma - laser - a new hybrid technology 

Source: HAWK  
(Hochschule für Angewandte Wissenschaft und Kunst) only plasma

only laser with 0,5 J/cm2

Laser with 0,4 J/cm2 and plasma


